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Bald hedgehog receives stress relieving massages (13)
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Meet Bear - the adorable bald hedgehog who now receives daily massages to help him regrow his spines. Bear was rescued by a concerned member of the public who took him to Cuan Wildlife Rescue Centre in Much Wenlock, Shropshire. Staff quickly determined the unusual looking creature was a bald hedgehog who had lost his spines. They believe he woke up early from hibernation with an ear mite infection, which caused his needles to fall out due to stress.  Luckily for Bear,  the hapless hedgehog is now receiving around the clock care including daily massages with an ointment made from Aloe Vera. It is hoped his treatments will encourage blood circulation in the skin to promote growth in the spines. They also help to relax Bear and relieve his stress. Fran Hill, the manager of the rescue center, said: " It?s likely he went into hibernation with a small infestation of ear mites, irritating little blighters. During his slumber they had covered him, causing massive irritation to his skin. Along with the dehydration and massive weight loss, while sleeping, the mites had taken hold. They were running over him on admission. He was given a bath to soothe his skin and wash away the mites. Then a good skin massage with aloe gel. He will have to have worming treatments which will help with weight gain too. His spines should grow back but it will take time. I?m hoping in around two months he will be looking much better and will be on the way to being released. This is the best gift we could give him. Even though he is quite weak, he is still quite huffy! If you want to pick him up, he will take one look at you and curl so tight! A problem when one of his meds is oral! He?s happy for us to watch him and almost pose but no touching.".  23 Jan 2019  Pictured: Bear the bald hedgehog.  Photo credit: Cuan Wildlife / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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